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INTRODUCTION
Our association specializes in the primary sector, mainly in agricultural 
development. We devote ourselves to study and to analyze the needs of rural 
populations in Senegal and to transfer them useful resources so as to improve 
their alimentary and nutritional security. Alimentary and Nutritional Security 
is defined by the FAO «as the guarantee that individuals, families and the 
community as a whole, have access to sufficient, safe and nutritious food at 
any time, mainly produced in the country in terms of competitiveness, 
sustainability and equity so that its consumption and biological utilization 
will provide them with optimal nutrition, a healthy and socially 
productive life, with respect for cultural diversity and consumer 
preferences».

To do so, we establish relationships with research centres, companies and 
agricultural cooperatives in Europe who are willing to donate part of their 
resources (agricultural machinery as well as seeds, seedbeds, manure ...) to 
promote rural development in the communities we work with.

The Senegalese primary sector plays an especially important socio-economic 
role and agriculture provides with employment to the 72% of the active 
population and represents 17% of GNP. Although there are other associations 
working on rural development in Senegal, we think that there is still much 
work to be done. Most of the existing projects consist of giving land for 
community orchards or the construction of wells. Although we consider it an 
excellent job, we think that our perspective is slightly different and that it 
can bring a benefit to Senegalese farmers.

In the Bassin Arachidier, the main agricultural region of Senegal, the 
production units are composed mainly by a family, with usually 9 members or 
more (67%). The farmers base their harvest on two main crops: peanuts and 
millet. Usually, the resources are insufficient, partly because of the limited 
cultivated area (5 ha maximum) and partly because of the scarcity of 
resources, especially agricultural equipment and fertilizer.

The majority of the farmers harvest peanut for sale and millet for their own 
consumption. Often the amount of grain harvested is not sufficient to 
guarantee an optimal feeding to the family for the whole year. On the other 
hand, the revenues obtained from the sale of peanut are used to pay taxes 
and to meet the needs of the family, mostly food needs.

Partly due to this shortage of food and resources, the producers do not keep a 
part of the revenue and seeds to finance the next campaign, so that they 
sometimes find it really difficult to get enough production to meet their 
basic needs.
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Our target is to provide useful and sustainable resources for the agricultural 
communities we work with in both technical and vegetable material. 
Technical improvement would increase productivity; so that, the surplus will 
be bigger and so will be the family income. In addition, a crop diversification 
would enrich the diet of farmers and they would not need to invest part of 
their income on improving their feeding. By complementing these resources 
with a practical and specialized training in various areas of the primary 
sector, we hope to contribute to the sustainable development of the rural 
communities we work with.
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ANALYSIS OF THE SURROUNDING 
ENVIRONMENT
We have produced a SWOT analysis so as to analyze the environment of our 
association, both internally and externally. In this, we can find a summary 
about the strengths and weaknesses of the association and the opportunities 
and threats of the external environment. 

Strengths  

− High degree of altruistic motivation in our volunteers and associates.

− Academic and professional training for our staff in the branches of 
interest, such as agriculture and medicine.

− Operation based on a volunteer network.

− Support and coordinated operation with local partners.

− An innovative idea, based on the transfer of resources through private 
non-monetary donations rather than public subsides.

Weaknesses  

− Lack of experience in the third sector.

− Absence of job contracts, which makes the organization susceptible to 
desert.

− Lack of premises.

Opportunities  

− Dialogue with companies and cooperatives of the agricultural sector.

− Collaboration with research centres, universities and spin off for 
certain services.

− Mainly private financing.

− Homogenization of working criteria within the association.

− Convergence of values and ideas between associates and collaborators.

− Existence of a large volume of potential beneficiaries in the target 
area.
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Threats  

− Bureaucratic and economic management complexity.

− Difficulties to establish synergies with other non-profit organisations.

− Communication difficulties with local counterparts.

− Difficulties in getting help and support from other entities, especially 
during the first years.
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PURPOSE
We work to improve the quality of life of the most disadvantaged rural 
communities in Senegal. That is based in their access to a balanced diet 
through a sustainable and productive agriculture.

VISION
During the following decade, Cultivalia Senegaal will contribute to develop a 
sustainable, diversified and productive agriculture which guarantees the food 
sovereignty of the Senegalese people. With this, their quality of life and 
health will improve. 

Cultivalia Senegaal will create a bilateral solidarity network between north 
and south in which participants will be volunteers, companies and primary 
sector cooperatives as well as Senegalese farmers. With these connections we 
will benefit the redistribution of resources.

OBJETIVES
The main objective of Cultivalia Senegaal is to improve the quality of life of 
rural Senegalese families, represented by the access to a more balanced diet.

In order to do this, we established the following specific objectives:

• Diversify the established crops with the purpose of increase the 
nutrient diversity in the diet; ensure food safety and diversity the risk.

• Increase crop productivity, both through renovation and modernization 
of agriculture as well as through the use of varieties adapted to 
specific conditions.

• Train the rural communities for the efficient use of new available 
sources, with programs that are essentially applied.

• Spread and communicate the projects carried out by the organization 
in order to recruit members, volunteers and companies that share the 
same values of the organization.
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BENEFICIARIES
The direct beneficiaries of the actions of our association during this first 
period 2016-2020 are farmers of the rural community of Nguéniène, located 
at about 100 km south of Dakar.

This rural community belongs to the Bassin Arachidier - Senegal's main 
agricultural region - which represents a 57% of the arable land in the country, 
according to the FAO. Nguéniène covers 25 villages in the region and consists 
of 226 km2. The territory of Nguéniène includes more than 35,000 inhabitants, 
half of which are women. Its average density is 132 inhabitants per km2. 
About the 58% of the population is less than 20 years old and those who are 60 
and older represent only the 6’7% of the total population (according to 2007 
data).

Its terrain consists of plains of Joor (sand) soil and basins of clay soil. Sudano 
Sahelian climate is rather dry; it is mainly characterized by the existence of a 
dry season and a rainy season - which lasts from June to September.

We will always work together, establishing relationships with both local 
partners and individual farmers. We consider especially important to create 
trusty relationships between families and the staff of the organization. The 
transformative social change we want to take part in may not take place if it 
is not based on mutual confidence.
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STRATEGIES
Strategy 1: Crop diversification promotion 

The staple diet of the Senegalese families we work with is composed of 
carbohydrates, especially rice and millet. Most of their dishes include a small 
portion of vegetables, but it is insufficient and low in variety. Fish is relatively 
accessible in Ngueniène – a village near the coast- but meat is a luxury that 
they can only rarely afford.

Due to the country climatic features – a dry season from October to May and a 
rainy season from June to September - there is a difference between the rainy 
season (saison) crops and the out of season (contre-saison) crops.

Peanuts and millet or sorghum are usually sown in the medium-sized family 
fields during the rainy season. Men are responsible for the crops. Sometimes 
the village women have a small communal field where they grow some 
vegetables such as onions, tomatoes, and peppers out of season, but this land 
is generally less than a few dozen 
square metres.

Image 1. Example of sorghum and 
peanut crops  in  the Thies  region 

(Senegal).

We consider it essential to reduce the importance of the peanut crop – a 
product which is only dedicated to sale- so as to increase those crops meant 
to self-consumption and build up the rural communities’ independence of the 
market and their food safety.
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To achieve this, we propose the following operational targets and indicators:

Strategy 2: To modernize and make agriculture more technical

The family farms in the rural community of Nguéniène have a practically non-
existent technology level. The agricultural machinery is nil, they only use 
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Opera&onal	target Proposed	ac&vi&esProposed	ac&vi&es Indicators
Study	of	soil	and	climate	
characteris&cs	of	the	
working	area.

Study	of	soil	and	climate	
characteris&cs	of	the	
working	area.

To	sample	and	to	analyze	irriga2on	
water	and	soil	in	plots	that	
represent	the	whole	field.

To	collect	clima2c	data	of	the	
region.

Number	of	sampled	plots.

Number	of	analyzed	variables	(soil	
and	climate)

Dialogue	with	partners	and	
local	farmers:	diet	analysis	
and	study	of	the	used	crops.	

Dialogue	with	partners	and	
local	farmers:	diet	analysis	
and	study	of	the	used	crops.	

To	get	in	touch	with	non-profit	
associa2ons	and	farmer	families.

To	poll	produc2on	units	about	their	
diet	and	used	crops.

Number	of	contacted	associa2ons.

Number	of	polled	produc2on	units.

Proposal	of	new	crops	and	
viability	analysis.
Proposal	of	new	crops	and	
viability	analysis.

To	propose	foods	which	can	enrich	
the	families’	diet.

To	study,	according	to	experts’	
knowledge,	the	new	crops	viability.

Number	of	proposed	new	foods.

Crop	viability	index+.

Contact	and	introduc&on	of	
the	organiza&on	to	seed	
companies,	seedbeds	and	
genebanks.

Contact	and	introduc&on	of	
the	organiza&on	to	seed	
companies,	seedbeds	and	
genebanks.

To	get	in	touch	with	seed	companies	
and	seedbeds	

To	get	in	touch	with	genebanks	or	
with	agricultural	research	centres.	

Establishment	of	collabora2on.

Number	of	contacted	companies	and	
genebanks.	

Percentage	of	contacted	companies	
and	genebanks	we	have	been	able	to	
establish	collabora2on	with.

Dona&on	of	cer&fied	seed.Dona&on	of	cer&fied	seed. Adapted	and	desirable	to	the	
producer	seeds	request	and	
obtainment.

Number	of	obtained	seeds	for	each	
aliment	(in	kg).

Number	of	different	varie2es	for	each	
aliment.

Transport	of	donated	seeds.Transport	of	donated	seeds. Contact	and	coopera2on	with	
transport	companies.

Seed	transfer	to	the	field.

Percentage	of	contacted	companies	
we	manage	to	establish	coopera2on	
with.

	Number	of	transferred	seeds	(in	kg).
Establishment	of	
experimental	cul&va&on	
plots,	in	order	to	evaluate	
the	viability	and	usefulness	
of	the	selected	crops.

Establishment	of	
experimental	cul&va&on	
plots,	in	order	to	evaluate	
the	viability	and	usefulness	
of	the	selected	crops.

Establishment	of	the	experimental	
cul2va2on	plots.	

Assessment	of	the	experimental	
cul2va2on	plots.

Field	surface	planted	with	new	crops	
(m2).

Percentage	of	experimental	surface	
regarding	the	total	surface	per	
farmer.

Crop	assessment**	index.

Increase	of	the	cul&vated	
area	of	aliments	with	
posi&ve	results.

Increase	of	the	cul&vated	
area	of	aliments	with	
posi&ve	results.

Support	the	farmers,	so	that	they	
increase	the	cul2vated	area	for	
crops	they	consider	to	be	successful.

Number	of	farmers	asking	for	surface	
increase.

Number	of	successful	crops.

Surface	of	increased	field	per	farmer.



rakes, large hoes and, sometimes a wheelbarrow. Most of the farmers own a 
well, but the extraction is manual through, picking the water in buckets or 
cans.

Image 2. Tools that the Senegalese farmers we work with have and a well with a 
system of extracting water with pulleys.

In part due to the little availability of tools, the design of patches is very 
rudimentary. Crop rotation is not applied, even if it is crucial so as to avoid 
soil exhaustion. They do not either organize horticultural crops on terraces or 
furrows, organization which would benefit the irrigation tasks.

We think that an increase in the availability of technology would improve the 
output and production, while it increases the sustainability of agriculture. 

To achieve this, we propose the following operational targets and indicators:

Opera&onal	target Proposed	ac&vi&es Indicators
Study	of	the	equipment	and	
techniques	used	in	the	fields	
at	present.	

To	poll	produc2on	units	about	
available	equipment	and	
techniques.

To	get	in	touch	with	
Senegalese	agricultural	
research	centres	so	as	to	get	
informa2on.	

Number	of	polled	produc2on	units.

Number	of	contacts	made	with	
Senegalese	ins2tu2ons.

Dialogue	with	local	partners	
about	the	poten&al	
establishment	of	new	
cul&va&on	methods.

To	establish	contact	with	
poten2al	partners	in	Senegal.

To	poll	the	produc2on	units	in	
the	area	about	their	
agronomic	experience.	

To	propose	new	tools	or	
profitable	methods.

Number	of	contacted	partners.

Number	of	polled	produc2on	units.

Number	of	proposed	new	methods.
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Analysis	of	the	viability	and	
sustainability	of	the	new	
methods	without	crea&ng	
rela&onships	of	dependency	
on	the	associa&on.

To	study	–	according	to	
bibliography	and	experts’	
knowledge-the	viability	and	
sustainability	of	the	new	
methods.

To	analyse	the	annual	costs	of	
maintenance	and/or	
perishable	goods	and	
valua2on	of	the	producers’	
assuming	the	expenditure.

Number	of	analyzed	methods.

Contact	and	presenta&on	of	
the	organisa&on	to	
companies,	agricultural	
coopera&ves	and	small	
European	farmers	that	may	
be	interested	in	coopera&ng	
with	us.

Contact	and	coopera2on	with	
supplying	companies	of	the	
agricultural	sector	and	
agricultural	coopera2ves.

Contact	and	coopera2on	with	
European	farmers.

Number	of	carried	out	collabora2ons.

Contact	and	presenta&on	of	
the	organisa&on	to	logis&cs	
and	transport	companies	
which	may	be	interested	in	
coopera&ng	with	us.

Contact	and	coopera2on	with	
logis2cs	and	transport	
companies.

Number	of	carried	out	collabora2ons.

Request	of	a	dona&on	of	
resources	which	will	allow	us	
to	perform	a	technical	
innova&on.

Request	of	the	adequate	
resources.

Acquisi2on	of	liRle	tools	for	
each	produc2on	unit.

Monetary	value	(in	euro)	of	the	
donated	resources.

Analysis	and	evalua&on	of	the	
adequacy	of	the	resources	
offered	by	companies,	by	
valuing	on	the	sustainability,	
the	proper	maintenance	of	
the	cul&va&on	field	and	the	
non-dependency	on	
agricultural	communi&es.

To	discuss	with	the	producers	
about	the	adequacy	of	the	
resources	offered.

To	ask	independent	experts	
about	the	adequacy	of	the	
resources	offered.

Number	of	resources	accepted	by	the	
producers	and	the	experts.

Transporta&on	of	the	
donated	resources	if	the	
evalua&on	is	posi&ve.

Presenta2on	of	our	
requirements	to	the	transport	
company/ies	we	will	have	
established	coopera2on	with.

Request	of	free	transport	or	
with	a	reduced	budget.

Transport	of	resources	
evaluated	as	profitable.

Percentage	of	discount	in	the	transport	
of	resources.

Monetary	value	(in	euro)	of	the	
transported	resources.

Gradual	and	progressive	
seMng-up	of	new	crop	
techniques	in	par&al	areas	of	
the	available	plots.

Establishment	of	test	plots	for	
available	resources.

Evalua2on	of	test	plots.

Surface	(in	m2)	of	test	plots.

Index	of	evalua2on***	of	new	
methods.

Evalua&on	in	the	medium	
term	of	the	results	obtained	
and,	if	they	are	posi&ve,	
progressive	addi&on	of	the	
new	methods	in	other	plots.

Increase	in	the	surface	
managed	with	new	methods.

Increase	in	the	cul2vated	surface	(in	
m2)	per	producer.
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Strategy 3: To train farmers

We work with rural communities with a low  agricultural training. This affects 
in a significant way the efficacy of their production and makes difficult the 
introduction of new kinds and methods of cultivation. We consider that 
agricultural training is a fundamental factor for the modernization of the 
agricultural sector, and that a mainly practical formation is necessary in order 
to go with the introduction of new crops and the technological improvement 
of the agricultural production. 

Most part of the training is directly tied to the agricultural practice 
(management of the new crops, crop rotation and association of crops). 
Another part is related to the management of agricultural resources 
(conservation of seeds, investment and financing). Senegalese trainers, 
mainly young agricultural engineers or agriculture schools students take part 
whenever it is possible.

On the other hand, one of the key factors in our training program is the 
conscience-raising about the importance of a balanced diet and the 
enormous impact it has on daily life (especially in children and teenagers). We 
will only reach our target if we manage to make the population believe in the 
need of adding new nutrients to their feeding. To this end, we work with the 
whole population about these topics, including this formative and popularizing 
days (food conservation and processing, gastronomic days)

The training is carried out on the spot, basing ourselves on documents and 
graphic  and audiovisual material, as well as performing every activity as they 
are being explained. This is a two-way learning, because the trainers also 
retrieve the farmers’ empiric knowledge and they integrate it into the 
training program. Moreover, we set up networks between the farmers and the 
trainers, so that they can solve doubts or problems while training is not being 
imparted.

Opera&onal	target Proposed	ac&vi&es Indicators

To	work	out	training	plans	which	
include	knowledge	considered	
beneficial	to	agricultural	
producers.

To	work	out	a	proposal	of	
contents.

To	consult	experts	about	the	
proposed	contents.

To	collect	theore2cal	and	
prac2cal	informa2on	about	
every	topic.

To	work	out	training	plans	
with	useful	and	easily	
applicable	informa2on.

Number	of	wriRen	training	plans	about	
general	knowledge	in	agriculture.

Number	of	school	hours	per	training	
plan.
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To	work	out	training	plans	for	
every	new	available	crop	or	
methodology.

To	collect	theore2cal	and	
prac2cal	informa2on	about	
every	available	crop	or	
methodology.

To	work	out	training	plan	per	
new	resource,	with	useful	and	
easily	applicable	informa2on.

Number	of	wriRen	training	plans	about	
crops.	

Number	of	wriRen	training	plans	about	
methodologies.

Number	of	school	hours	per	training	
plan.

Recruitment	of	local	staff	
(trained	academically	and/or	
professionally)	that	is	qualified	
to	impart	the	training.

To	get	in	touch	with	college	
students	and	new	
professionals	so	as	to	explain	
them	the	project	and	ask	them	
to	collaborate.

To	get	in	touch	with	
agriculture	researchers	in	
order	to	explain	them	the	
project	and	to	ask	them	to	
collaborate.

To	get	in	touch	with	
experienced	agronomist	
engineers	in	order	to	explain	
them	the	project	and	ask	them	
to	collaborate.

Number	of	students	and	agronomist	
engineers	recruited.

Number	of	quarterly	hours	spent.

Number	of	collabora2ons	established	
with	researchers.

To	impart	the	worked	out	
training.

Organiza2on	of	work	groups	
according	to	the	crops	and	
methodology	used	at	every	
produc2on	unit.

Impar2ng	the	training	plans,	
distributed	among	the	work	
groups.

Establishment	of	a	support	
and	doubt	solving	period	aWer	
the	training.

Number	of	work	groups	gathered.

People	in	each	work	group.

Number	of	teachings	of	the	training	
plans.

Number	of	given	school	hours.	

Number	of	doubts	raised.

Percentage	of	doubts	solved.
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To	create	a	solidarity	network	
for	support	between	producers.

To	work	out	a	directory	with	
the	characteris2cs	and	
priori2es	of	every	produc2on	
unit.

To	organize	a	mee2ng	in	
which	the	producers	can	
interact	and	discuss	about	the	
established	proposals.

To	reach	a	consensus	about	
the	use	and	availability	of	
common	resources	and	about	
the	distribu2on	of	non-
common	resources.

To	discuss	possible	synergies	
between	producers.

Create	a	link	of	solidarity	
between	the	farmers	and	the	
associa2on	staff.

Number	of	produc2on	units	included	in	
the	support	network.

Number	of	mee2ngs	between	
producers.

Number	of	established	collabora2ons	
between	produc2on	units.

Prac&cal	support	and	solving	
of	the	trainers’	problems	
during	the	cul&va&ons,	in	a	
mainly	prac&cal	way.

SeXng-up	of	contact	networks	
among	producers,	trainers	and	
experts	who	collaborate	with	
the	en2ty.

Trainers’	and/or	experts’	visit	
to	the	area	so	as	to	solve	
doubts	and	problems,	as	well	
as	evalua2on	of	the	evolu2on	
and	results	of	the	crop	or	
methodology.

Number	of	quarterly	contacts	among	
producers,	trainers	and	experts.

Number	of	visits	to	the	spot	per	year.

Percentage	of	solving	of	the	raised	
doubts.

Increase	of	the	produc2on	in	the	
evaluated	test	plots	(in	kg).

Evalua&on	of	the	training	
programs	(once	they	have	
been	imparted)	both	from	an	
internal	point	of	view	
(organiza&on	staff)	and	from	
an	external	point	of	view	
(beneficiary	producers).

To	work	out	a	ques2onnaire	
which	collects	the	opinions	
about:	contents	adequacy,	
usefulness	of	training,	
dura2on	of	the	training,	used	
material	and	staff	involved.

To	distribute	the	
ques2onnaire	to	the	
associa2on	staff	involved	and	
to	the	beneficiaries	of	the	
training.

Assessment	of	the	adequacy	
of	every	training	plan.	

Number	of	ques2ons	in	the	
ques2onnaire.

Number	of	distributed	ques2onnaires.

Percentage	of	sa2sfac2on	of	the	staff	
involved:	beneficiaries,	trainers,	
associa2on	team.

Number	of	proposed	changes/
sugges2ons.
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CONCLUSIONS
The Senegalese primary sector, main anchor of the society, has got strong 
deficiencies that affect the feeding and quality of life of the rural population. 
The right to have enough and nutritious food is included in the Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights, but it is not a reality in a lot of regions around 
the world.

Our association seeks to improve the feeding of the Senegalese society, so 
influencing in their quality of life in a transversal way. To do so, we focus our 
efforts on the advance of the agricultural sector, both in production and in 
sustainability.

We propose three strategic complementary lines: to diversify crops for self-
consumption, to modernize and update agricultural techniques and to train in 
agriculture and feeding matters.

We want to promote a working method based on joint work and training, in 
which the dialogue with local partners and farmers is the essential part. 

Furthermore, we struggle for the social partners who are involved in the 
northern primary sector, both public  (research) and private (seed companies 
and agricultural cooperatives). We stand up for them to acknowledge 
somehow their responsibility for the present situation and compromise 
themselves to take part in a fairer redistribution of the resources.
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